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Proposal. Since at least the work of Béjar (2003) it has been known that variation in agreement patterns
can reflect variation in the specification of the agreement probe. In this presentation I argue that the same
is true of variation in . I show that ten different distributions of inverse marking in the
Algonquian languages can be understood to follow simply from different specifications of the probe on Infl.
This contrasts with a recent analysis of three of the ten patterns by Despić & Hamilton (2017), who posit a
distinction between two kinds of uninterpretable ϕ-features (“merge features” and “agree features”) as well
as a powerful module of contextual markedness statements operating across separate ϕ-feature bundles. The
analysis proposed here requires no such machinery—just a probe on Infl, which must be posited in any case.

Data. In the “Conjunct” inflection of Algonquian languages, a transitive verb takes two agreement
suffixes, which I analyze as Voice and Infl (Bruening 2001; Hamilton 2013; Oxford 2018). These suffixes
show one of three agreement patterns, exemplified in (1) by data from Moose Cree and Plains Cree (Ellis
1971; Wolfart 1973). In the pattern, Voice agrees with the object and Infl agrees with the subject
(1a). In the pattern, Voice agrees with the object and Infl agrees with both arguments (1b). In
the pattern, Voice is realized as a special “inverse marker” and Infl agrees with the object (1c).
(1) a. b. c.

waːpam -aː -yaːhk
see -3 -1

waːpam -i -amiht
see -1 -3→1

waːpam -ikw -yaːhk
see - -1

‘we see her’ (Plains) ‘she sees us’ (Moose) ‘she sees us’ (Plains)
Following Oxford (2018), I assume that Voice always agrees with the object and attracts the object to Spec-
VoiceP, which renders the object and subject equidistant from Infl. Infl then agrees with whichever of the
equidistant arguments that best matches its probe—or both arguments, if they are both an equally good
match. Inverse marking arises in the special case in which the object is the best match for the probe on Infl.
As a result, Voice and Infl both agree only with the object, a configuration that triggers the dissimilatory
impoverishment of the agreement features on Voice. This impoverishment leaves Voice to be spelled out as
an underspecified elsewhere form, which is proposed to be the true nature of the “inverse marker” in (1c).

→ A B C D E F G H I J K L
3. →1 — — — — — — — — — —
3. →2 — — — — — — — —
3. →1 — — — — — — —
3. →2 — — — —

→1 — — — — — —
→2 — — — — —
→1 — — — —
→2 — — —

3. →1 — — — — —
3. →2 — — — —
3. →1 — — —
3. →2 — —

Table 1. Distribution of inverse marking (language names on p. 2)
(“ ” = inverse form, “—” = non-inverse form)

Problem. The distribution of
marking in Conjunct forms with SAP
objects varies extensively in a “stair-
case” cline, shown in Table 1 (Oxford
2014). Each column is a language or
group of languages. Ten distinct dis-
tributions of marking exist.

Assumptions. I assume that a
probe can be (Béjar &
Rezac 2009) such that it prefers to
agree with a particular set of features
(e.g. [Pers, Pl]), but can also be valued
by a subset of those features (e.g. just
[Pl]). Following Coon & Bale (2014),
I also assume that person and number
features can sometimes be so that they probe together like a single feature: the fused probe [uPart.Pl]
is matched only by a goal with the features [Part] and [Pl] together, not either feature on its own.

I assume that nominals are specified for ϕ-features as follows: inanimate = [ϕ]; impersonal animate
agent = [ϕ, Animate]; animate 3rd person = [ϕ, Animate, Person]; 1st person = [ϕ, Animate, Person,
Participant]; 2nd person = [ϕ, Animate, Person, Participant, Addressee] (cf. Harley & Ritter 2002).



Deriving variation. Under the analysis assumed above (Oxford 2018), inverse marking appears when-
ever the object is the best match for the probe on Infl. When this is the case, Infl indexes the object only,
triggering impoverishment of the object features that would otherwise be expressed on Voice. In conse-
quence, Voice is spelled out as the elsewhere “inverse” marker. If, on the other hand, the probe on Infl is
matched best by the subject, or matched equally well by both arguments, impoverishment is not triggered
and inverse marking does not appear. The probe on Infl is thus responsible for two patterns: the outcome of
Infl-agreement and the appearance of the inverse marker in Voice. Under this analysis, the variation in the
distribution of inverse marking surveyed in Table 1 can be derived simply by varying the features that Infl
seeks to agree with such that the object will be the best match for Infl in the appropriate contexts, as follows.

A. Proto-Algonquian, Kickapoo: Infl seeks [uϕ]. No forms are inverse because both arguments match
[uϕ] in all contexts: in all 3. →SAP, →SAP, and 3. →SAP forms, both arguments have [ϕ].

B. Meskwaki: [uAnimate]. 3. →SAP is inverse because only the SAP object matches [uAnim].
→SAP and 3. →SAP are not inverse because both arguments match [uAnim].

C. Menominee, Ojibwe, Cree: [uPerson]. 3. →SAP and →SAP are inverse because only the
SAP object matches [uPers]. 3. →SAP is not inverse because both arguments match [uPers].

D. Woods Cree, Northern Algonquin Preterit: [uPerson, uAddr.Pl]. 3. →2 is inverse because
only the 2 object matches [uAddr.Pl]. Other 3. →SAP forms are not inverse because neither argument
matches [uAddr.Pl] and both arguments match [uPers]. Here and in languages E through G, all 3. →SAP
and →SAP forms are inverse because only the SAP object matches [uPers].

E. Plains Cree, Parry Island Ojibwe I: [uPerson, uPart.Pl]. 3. →1 /2 are inverse because only
the 1 /2 object matches [uPart.Pl]. 3. →1 /2 are not inverse because neither the subject nor the
object matches [uPart.Pl] and both the subject and the object match [uPers].

F. Northern Algonquin Dubitative: [uPerson, uAddr]. 3. →2 /2 are inverse because only the
2 /2 object matches [uAddr]. 3. →1 /1 are not inverse because neither the subject nor the object
matches [uAddr] and both the subject and the object match [uPers].

G. Parry Island Ojibwe II: [uPerson, uPart]. All inverse because only the SAP object matches [uPart].
H. Proto-Eastern-Algonquian, Passamaquoddy: [uϕ]. Same as language A.
I. 1960s Mi’kmaq: [uϕ, uAddr.Pl]. Forms with a 2 object (3. →2 , →2 , 3. →2 )

are inverse because only the 2 object matches [uAddr.Pl]. All other forms are not inverse because neither
the subject nor the object matches [uAddr.Pl] and both the subject and the object match [uϕ].

J. 2000s Mi’kmaq: [uϕ, uPart.Pl]. Forms with a 1 /2 object are inverse because only the 1 /2
object matches [uPart.Pl]. Forms with a 1 /2 object are not inverse because neither the subject nor the
object matches [uPart.Pl] and both the subject and the object match [uϕ].

K. Delaware: [uϕ, uPart.Pl, uAddr]. 3. →2 is inverse because only the 2 object matches
[uPart.Pl, uAddr]. 3. →1 is inverse because only the 1 object matches [uPart.Pl]. 3. →2 is
inverse because only the 2 object matches [uAddr]. 3. →1 is not inverse because neither argument
matches [uPart.Pl] or [uAddr] and both argumentsmatch [uϕ]. Same for formswith and subjects.

L.Massachusett: [uϕ, uPart]. Same as language G.
The analysis proposed here is consistent with approaches to complex agreement systems in which the

patterning of agreement is driven primarily by the features of the probe (e.g. Béjar & Rezac 2009). The data
also provide support for fused probing in the sense of Coon & Bale (2014) and for the use of [Addressee]
rather than [Speaker] to distinguish 1st and 2nd persons (Harley & Ritter 2002; contra Harbour 2016).
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